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AbstratIn this paper we introdue a new supervised learning model whih is anon-homogeneous Markov proess and investigate its properties. We areinterested in onditions whih ensure that the proess onverges to a \or-ret state", whih means that the system agrees with the teaher on every\question". We prove a suÆient ondition for almost sure onvergene toa orret state and give several appliations to the onvergene theorem.In partiular, we prove several onvergene results for well known learningrules in neural networks.
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1 IntrodutionIn this paper we examine a model of abstrat supervised learning. In a super-vised learning model, the student is exposed to inputs and responds to them.If the response is inorret (i.e., it does not agree with that of the teaher),the student \learns" and moves loser to the teaher in some sense. One of the�rst supervised learning models suggested was the Pereptron (see Minsky andPapert (1972), Ritter, Martinetz and Shulten (1992), Haykin (1994)). In thismodel, both the student S and the teaher T are halfspaes in IRn. Given aninput v 2 IRn, the student's answer is inorret if v is in S but not in T , orvisa-versa. In this ase, the student hanges its position, and moves \loser" tothe teaher by some learning rule. This learning model is on-line, i.e., at every\learning step" the system's response depends only on its urrent state and onthe input, and not, for example, on other parameters of the state spae, whihis a spae ontaining all the possible students.In a general supervised on-line learning model, the learning proess is deter-mined by an on-line error funtion denoted by E(x; v), where x is a student andv is an input. In the general ase the teaher is not known, but makes its markon the learning proess via the on-line error funtion: The student x is askeda question (represented by the input v), and E(x; v) measures the magnitudeof the mistake x made with regard to the input (question) v. In other words,E(x; v) is a nonnegative bounded funtion suh that for every state x and everyinput v, E(x; v) = 0 if and only if x gives a orret response to the input v.Thus, E(x; v) = 0 if and only if x agrees with the teaher on the input v. Thelarger E(x; v) is, the bigger the disagreement between x and the teaher on theinput v.An example of suh a model is the on-line Gibbs learning, �rst suggested inKim and Sompolinsky, (1996) and (1998). It is a Markov proess in whih thetransition density from state to state { given the input at the n-th stage isdetermined by an \on-line" energy funtion. The n-th stage transition operatoris de�ned so that on average, the transition from the n-th stage to the n+1 stageredues the energy. The energy funtion depends on the on-line error funtionE(x; v) so that a redution in the energy is equivalent to a smaller global error,whih for every state x is the average of the error funtion on all possible inputs.Formally, the global error at x is IEg(x) = RV E(x; v)d�(v), where V is the inputset and � is the probability measure on V by whih the inputs are seleted.In most supervised learning models suggested so far, the transition densityfrom x to x0 depended on both IEg(x) and IEg(x0) { and not on the responsesof x and x0 to eah input separately. Hene, those models do not enter into theategory of on-line learning. The strength of the non on-line learning modelsis that at eah learning step the global error dereases, therefore, it is easy toguarantee that the student onverges to a minimum of IEg(x). In Kim and Som-polinsky, (1998) the authors laimed that the OLGA had some of the featuresof non on-line models, namely, that the OLGA onverges in some sense to aminimum of IEg.The on-line model we suggest is a variation of the on-line Gibbs learning.2



We examine it in two ases. First, when the learning step (i.e., the maximaldistane between the n-th state and the n+1 state) is a onstant, and in theseond ase, the learning step dereases to 0. The main fous of this paper is onthe �rst ase, but we give an example of a onvergene theorem for the seondase under some additional assumptions on the on-line error funtion.This paper is divided to �ve parts. In the �rst one, we de�ne our model andstate most of the onvergene results onerning the proess with a onstantlearning step. We also present several examples in whih the proess may beused. Two of those examples are the well known Pereptron and the multi layerPereptron models (Ritter, Martinetz and Shulten (1992), Haykin (1994)). Inthe seond part, we give an example of a onvergene theorem in the ase wherethe learning steps derease to 0. In this example we take into aount thepossibility that at every stage the teaher has a probability p < 1=2 to make amistake. In the third part we prove the results stated in the �rst setion andthe fourth ontains a omparison of our model and the OLGA. In addition, wepresent a ounterexample to one of the laims in Kim and Sompolinsky (1998).We end the paper with some onluding remarks.Let us turn to some de�nitions and notations: throughout the paper (X; d; �)is a ompat metri probability spae with a metri d and a probability mea-sure �. We assume that the measure � is ompatible with the metri in thesense that every open set in X has a positive �-measure. If A � X , setd(x;A) = infa2A d(x; a). We say that a sequene (xn) onverges to a set Aif limn!1 d(xn; A) = 0. Let B�(x) be the losed ball of radius � entered atx. Xn is the produt spae of n opies of X with the indued topology andmeasure. (V; �) is the ompat metri spae of all possible inputs, where � is aprobability measure on V . Denote by � the produt measure (�� �) on X�V .For a random variable Y , IEY is the expetation of Y and kY k1 = IE jY j.Given a set A, �A denotes its losure and �A is its harateristi funtion, i.e., thefuntion whih is 1 on A and vanishes elsewhere. Finally, we say that (an) 2 `p,if P janjp <1.2 The model and some examplesIn this setion we de�ne our model and list some results onerning it. Then, wegive examples for ways in whih this learning proess may be used. We separateour disussion to two ases: one is when the error funtion is a 0-1 funtion andthe other is when E(x; v) is a nonnegative smooth funtion. For every x 2 X ,put Cx = fvjE(x; v) = 0g. Thus, Cx is the set of inputs on whih the student xagrees with the teaher.Our proess is a Markov proess (Xn; Vn), where (Vn) are i.i.d. whih aredistributed aording to � and are independent of (Xn), while Xn representsthe state of the student at the n-th stage. We assume that X1 is distributedaording to �, and that Xn is adapted as follows: let � be the size of themaximal learning step and set Tn to be a sequene dereasing to 0. If d(x; x0) > �then x an not move to x0. Moreover, if x gives the orret response to v, then x3



remains stationary. If x does not give the orret response to v and if d(x; x0) � �then the transition density at the n-th stage from x to x0 given v isPn(Xn+1 = x0jXn = x; Vn = v) = 1n(x)E(x; v)e� E(x0;v)Tn ; (2.1)where n(x) is the normalizing onstant, whih is determined by the fat thatthe probabilities that x remains stationary and that x moves to some x0 shouldadd up to 1. Thus,n(x) = �(Cx) + ZB�(x) ZV E(x; v)e�E(x0;v)=Tnd�(v)d�(x0):The reason for this seletion of a transition operator is simple. First, if x givesthe orret response, there is no reason to hange its loation. In ases wherex is wrong, the linear term E(x; v) guarantees that if E(x; v) is small, i.e., ifthe response of x is almost orret, x does not move by muh. The exponente�E(x0;v)=Tn ensures that for small values of Tn, x moves only to x0 for whihE(x0; v) is small too.From here on we denote the onditional transition density Pn(Xn+1 =x0jXn = x; Vn = v) by Pn(x0jx; v) and set P to be the measure indued onthe orbits (Xn) of the proess 2.1.The 0-temperature proess is the proess whose transition operators are givenby P (x0jx; v) = limn!1Pn(x0jx; v);where the limit is taken pointwise. Note that from the omputational pointof view, it is easier to run the proess while dereasing T to 0 than to runthe 0-temperature proess. On the other hand, the analysis of the model ismuh easier at T = 0. We show that the \nie" properties of the proess2.1 at T = 0 are obtained in the ase where Tn is dereased to 0, and theshedule by whih Tn is taken to 0 plays no essential role. A key part in theanalysis of proess 2.1 is the fat that for every A � X , the onvergene ofPn(Ajx) = RA RV Pn(x0jx; v)d�(v)d�(x0) to P (Ajx) is uniform. Therefore, wean approximate the behavior of this proess by the 0-temperature proess.Assumption 2.1 Assume that �(Cx�Cx0) is ontinuous with respet to eahvariable separately, where A�B = (A \ B) [ (B \ A). Assume further thatthere is a Æ > 0 suh that �(Cx) � Æ for every x.Though this last assumption seems innoent, it is rather strong and limiting.It implies that in some sense all the states in X are not too far away fromthe teaher. In all the examples we present, the only way to ensure that thisassumption holds, is if we assume that the state spae is a small enough neigh-borhood of the target onept. On the other hand, it is easy to onstrut manyon-line error funtions for whih this assumption holds, in whih the state spaeis not restrited to a neighborhood of the target onept.4



De�nition 2.1 Let O � X denote the set of loal minima of the error funtionIEg(x). We say that A � X is a neighborhood of O, if it is an open subset ofX whih ontains O. We denote by Q the set of states whih agree with theteaher almost surely, i.e., Q = fxjIEg(x) = 0g.Let us state our main results:Theorem 2.2 Assume that the error funtion is a 0-1 funtion. Then:a. If A is any neighborhood of O, then for every � > 0 and every positivesequene (Tn) ! 0, the orbits (Xn) de�ned by the proess 2.1 enter Ain�nitely often P-almost surely.b. Assume that �(Q) > 0. Then, for � = diam(X) and for every sequene(Tn)! 0, (Xn) onverges P-almost surely to Q.Note that Q is an absorbing set, whih means that the probability of leaving Qis 0.In the ase where the error funtion is not a 0-1 funtion we have to makean additional assumption:Assumption 2.2 Assume that IEg is monotone in the sense that IEg(y) �IEg(x) when Cy � Cx. Assume further that for every x 62 O and for every" > 0 there is some y 6= x, y 2 B"(x) suh that Cy � Cx.Theorem 2.3 If the on-line error funtion satis�es Assumption 2.2 then theassertion of Theorem 2.2.a hold. The assertion of Theorem 2.2.b is true in thegeneral ase even without Assumption 2.2.Note that the 0-1 ase is muh more easy to handle { for two reasons. First,there is an easy onnetion between IEg(x) and �(Cx), sine IEg(x) = 1��(Cx).Therefore, as �(Cx) is inreased, one moves loser to a minimal point of IEg(x).Seond, it is easy to see that if d(x; y) � � then there is a positive transitiondensity from x to y if and only if �(CynCx) > 0. Beause the error funtionis 0-1 and assuming that d(x; y) � �, it suÆes that IEg(x) < IEg(y) to ensurepositive transition density from x to y.On the other hand, for a general error funtion the situation is rather om-pliated. One does not know if there is any onnetion between CynCx andIEg(y)� IEg(x). This fat is the reason for Assumption 2.2. In the �nal setionwe present an example (see Example 5.2), in whih the error funtion is a smoothnonnegative bounded funtion, but the orbits an not leave the global maximumof IEg(x). In this example, even though for every x 2 X , IEg(x) � IEg(x0), it sohappens that CxnCx0 is empty.Next, we present three examples in whih model 2.1 may be used. In allthree ases, the error funtion is a 0-1 funtion.
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2.1 ExampleThe simplest ase in whih one an apply proess 2.1 is the Pereptron learn-ing rule (see Haykin (1994)). In this proess we adapt a halfspae in IRd us-ing a teaher whih is also a halfspae. Denote the teaher by T = fy 2IRdjx�0(y) > 0g where x�0 is a linear funtional on IRd, and set the studentS = fy 2 IRdjx�1(y) > 0g. Assume that kx�0k = kx�1k = 1. In this ase, the errorfuntion is 0 for inputs whih are in T \S or in T \S and 1 otherwise. Assumefurther that the input set V is a �nite union of balls, disjoint from the boundaryof T , and that the probability measure � is given by a ontinuous density fun-tion supported on V . Reall that the Haar measure on the d-dimensional unitsphere Sd�1 is simply the uniform distribution on that set. The spae X willbe a losed neighborhood of x�0 in Sd�1 suh that for every x� 2 X , �(Cx�) > 0,endowed with the normalized Haar measure. Sine the funtion x ! �(Cx) isontinuous, it attains a positive minimum on X . Thus, there is some Æ > 0 suhthat for every x� 2 X , �(Cx�) � Æ.Clearly, �(Cx�Cy) is ontinuous and the onditions of Theorem 2.2.b hold.Therefore, the orbits (Xn) de�ned by proess 2.1 onverge almost surely to theset fxjIEg(x) = 0g.Again, this example reveals the limitations of proess 2.1: it may be appliedonly in the \loal" setup, while states for whih �(Cx) = 0 are exluded fromthe state spae.2.2 ExampleHere, we present two examples whih deal with the uniform approximation ofa ontinuous funtion f : V ! IR by a funtion seleted from a family ofontinuous funtions fgxjV ! IRjx 2 Xg. Let X and V be ompat subsets ofIRm and IRn, while � and � are the normalized Lebesgue measures on X andV . Fix � > 0, and let E(x; v) = (0 if jf(v)� gx(v)j;1 otherwise:Note that IEg(x) = 0 if and only if kf � gxk1 < �. In the examples to followthere is a tradeo� between the auray parameter � and the seletion of thestate spae X . In Example 2.2.a, X is a set of parameters whih representMulti-layer Pereptrons with a single hidden unit, while in Example 2.2.b eahx 2 X represents a polynomial. Both these lasses are dense in the spae ofontinuous funtions C(V ) with respet to the supremum norm. The fat thatthe set of polynomials is dense in C(V ) is due to Weierstrass (Cheney, (1966)).As for MLPs with a single hidden layer, Leshno, Lin, Pinkus and Shoken(1993), proved the following:Theorem 2.4 Let � be a ontinuous funtion whih is not an algebrai polyno-mial. Then, spanf�(< v;w > +�)jw 2 IRd; � 2 IRg is dense in C(V ) for everyompat set V � IRd. 6



Thus, given a funtion f 2 C(V ) whih one wishes to approximate, the au-ray parameter determines the set of parameters in whih one should seek theapproximating funtion. As � dereases, the set of parameters needed to ensurethat there is some state x for whih IEg(x) = 0 inreases in size. Conversely, ifthe parameter spae X is given, there is some � whih is the best possible au-ray in whih one an approximate f using the funtions fgxjx 2 Xg. Hene,for smaller values of � there will be no x for whih IEg(x) = 0.In the two examples presented here we assume that there is some gx whihapproximates f up to an auray of �. Thus, there is some x 2 X for whihIEg(x) = 0.Clearly, if one wishes to use Theorem 2.2, we have to �nd some kind ofontinuity ondition on the family fgxg, to ensure that Assumption 2.2 holds.This is the objet of the following Lemma:Lemma 2.5 Assume that for every �xed s 2 X, limr!s kgr � gsk1 = 0. Then�(Cx�Cy) is ontinuous with respet to eah variable separately.Proof: First, we show that for every s 2 X , �(CsnCr) is ontinuous withrespet to r. Sine � is regular, there exist a ompat set K � Cs suh that�(CsnK) < "=2. Therefore, there is some Æ > 0 suh that supv2K jgs(v)� f(v)j �� � Æ. By Chebyshev's inequality,�fjgs(v)� gr(v)j � Æ2g � 2 kgs � grk1Æ :Hene, if s and r are lose enough then �(K \ Cr) � "=2. Therefore,�(CsnCr) = �(K \ Cr) + ��(CsnK) \ Cr� � ":A similar argument shows that limr!s �(CrnCs) = 0. �We are ready to present the two examples:a) Multi Layer Pereptron (MLP)The MLP is omposed of several layers of Pereptrons and an output funtion�. It is formed by using the output of eah layer of Pereptrons as an input tothe next one. Usually, the output funtion � of eah Pereptron in the MLPis assumed to be smooth, but we assume that � is only a Lipshitz funtionand that the network has a single hidden layer. Let X 0; Y 0; V be ompatsets in IRk�d; IRk; IRd respetively, and set Z 0 � IRk. Assume that bothX = X 0� Y 0 �Z 0 and V are equipped with the normalized Lebesgue measures� and �. The MLP may be viewed as a funtion M : X 0�Y 0�Z 0�V ! IR: forevery v 2 IRd and (x; y; z) 2 X the response of the MLP (x; y; z) to the input vis Mx;y;z(v) = kXj=1 yj�( dXi=1 xijvi + zj). If we view the MLP as a neural network,d is the number of ells in the input layer, k is the number of units in the seond(hidden) layer, (xij)ki=1 represents the synapti weights between the �rst layer7



and the j-th ell in the seond layer and zj is the threshold of that ell. Hene,�(Pdi=1 xijvi + zj) is the response of the j-th ell in the seond layer. yj is thesynapti weight between the j-th ell in the seond layer and the output ell.Therefore, the response of the output ell is Mx;y;z(v).We assume that for the given auray parameter � there is some x0; y0; z0in the interior of X suh that kMx0;y0;z0 � fk1 < �. Thus, the set of orretstates Q has �-positive measure. Indeed, note that the set of states fx; y; zg forwhih Mx;y;z �{approximates f is open: if Mx;y;z 2 Q, then for some " > 0 thefuntion Mx;y;z �� " approximates f . Sine � is Lipshitz then it is easy to seethat supv2V jMx1;y1;z1(v)�Mx;y;z(v)j � C�kx� x1k+ ky � y1k+ kz � z1k �;where C is some onstant whih depends only on the Lipshitz onstant of �.Thus, a small perturbation in fx; y; zg also gives an �{approximation of f . Bythe same argument, if fxn; yn; zng onverges to fx; y; zg then Mxn;yn;zn on-verges to Mx;y;z uniformly, whih implies onvergene in the L1 norm. Hene,the onditions of Lemma 2.5 hold and �(Cx�Cy) is ontinuous.In this example too, the proess has a loal feature{sine we require that Xdoes not ontain elements for whih �(Cx) = 0. Here, one way to ensure that thisis the ase is to impose that the set fgxg is ontained in small L1 neighborhood ofthe target onept Mx0;y0;z0 . This does not make the approximation proeduretrivial sine a small neighborhood with respet to the L1 norm may is a largeset with respet to the supremum norm. Thus, for most of the elements in suha neighborhood IEg is large.To summarize, the assumptions of Theorem 2.2.b hold, and the orbits (Xn)of the proess 2.1 onverge P-almost surely to a funtion whih �-approximatesf .b) Polynomial approximation of a Lipshitz funtion in [-1,1℄.This example is similar to the one presented above, so most of the details areomitted. There is a one-to-one orrespondene between the set of polynomialsof degree � d and IRd+1. Note that it is possible to �{approximate every ontin-uous funtion by a polynomial. However, the proess requires to pre{determinethe degree of polynomials we use, as well as the ompat set from whih theoeÆients are seleted. Assume that we have some additional information onthe funtion f we wish to approximate { for example, its Lipshitz onstant�. In this ase, the tradeo� between the auray parameter � and the set ofparameters X may be estimated. For a bound on the degree of the approxi-mating polynomial, we estimate Ed(f) = infa0;:::;ad�1 supv2[�1;1℄ �����d�1Xi=0 aivi � f(v)�����. ByJakson's theorem (Cheney (1966)), if Ed(f) = � then d � C �� , where C issome absolute onstant. Next, to estimate the size of the set from whih theoeÆient (ai) are seleted, we use Bernstein's inequality, whih states thatkp0dk1 � d kpdk1 where pd is a polynomial of degree d. Note that ja0j � kpdk1,8



ja1j = ���p0d(0)��� � p0d1, and so on. Therefore, for every �, there are an integerd and a vetor (a1; :::; ad) suh that supv2[�1;1℄ ����� dX1 aivi � f(v)����� < �, where both dand k(a1; :::; ad)k1 depend only on � and �. Adding the \loality" assumption,a similar argument to the one used in example (a) shows that the onditionsof Theorem 2.2.b hold. Thus, the orbits of the proess 2.1 onverge to a or-ret state almost surely, whih is a polynomial that �-approximates the targetonept.3 An example of a 0 temperature proessWe investigate one example of a 0-temperature proess in whih the maximallearning step �n dereases to 0. We estimate the shedule by whih (�n) shouldbe taken to 0 to ensure that the orbits of this proess onverge to a orret stateeven if at every step there is a probability p < 1=2 for the teaher to make amistake.Muh like the results in Kim and Sompolinsky (1998), we deal with a situ-ation in whih the state spae is a neighborhood of a loal minimum of IEg.However, we are able to prove onvergene results whih are stronger thanthose demonstrated for the OLGA. Indeed, in Kim and Sompolinsky (1998)it was shown that the average error IE�IEg(Xn)� tends to IEg(xmin), while inthis setion we show that Xn onverges in probability to xmin.We begin by formulating the general assumptions regarding our model. Thebasi assumption is that if d(x; y) > �n then the probability that x moves to yduring the n-th step is 0. Sine we assume that the teaher an make a mistakewith probability p, x remains stationary in two ases: if E(x; v) = 0 and theteaher is orret, or, if E(x; v) = 1 and the teaher is wrong. Thus, up to anormalizing onstant, the probability that x does not move during the n-th stepis (1� p)�(Cx) + p�1� �(Cx)�. We assume that if the teaher makes an error,then it provides the wrong answer both for E(x; v) and for E(y; v). Therefore,for every y 6= x, y 2 B�n(x) the onditional transition density from x to y is(up to a normalizing onstant)p�1� E(x; v)�e� 1�E(y;v)Tm �fE(x;v)=0g + (1� p)E(x; v)e� E(y;v)Tm �fE(x;v)=1g = (�):Note that the �rst term arises from the ase in whih the teaher makes simul-taneous mistakes, while the seond term is the ase in whih the teaher is right.The normalizing onstant is given bydm;n = (1� p)�(Cx) + p�1� �(Cy)�+ ZB�n (x) ZV (�)d�(v)d�(y):The 0-temperature proess is de�ned by taking Tm ! 0. Therefore, The proba-bility that x remains stationary is (up to the normalizing onstant) (1�p)�(Cx)+9



p�1��(Cx)�, while the onditional transition density during the n-th step fromx to y 6= x, y 2 B�n(x) is (up to the normalizing onstant)p�fE(x;v)=0g\fE(y;v)=1g + (1� p)�fE(x;v)=1g\fE(y;v)=0g:Let X � IRd be a ompat set and put V = [0; 1℄, both equipped withthe normalized Lebesgue measure � and �. Assume that for every x 2 X ,Cx = [0; f(x)℄, where f 2 C2(X) and 0 < f(x) � 1. Thus, the error funtionE(x; v) is: E(x; v) = (1 if v > f(x)0 if v � f(x) : (3.1)This assumption on the struture of the error funtion will allow us to estimateexpressions of the form �(CxnCy) easily.Here, the onditional transition density from x to y 6= x, y 2 B�n(x) isp�ff(y)�v�f(x)g + (1� p)�ff(x)�v�f(y)g:Therefore, by integrating over V , the transition operators of the 0 temperatureproess are:Gn(yjx) = 1n(x)Qn(yjx) (3.2)= 1n(x) 8><>:(1� p)�f(y)� f(x)� ff(y) > f(x)g \ B�n(x)p�f(x)� f(y)� ff(y) < f(x)g \ B�n(x)0 otherwise :The normalizing onstant n(x) is determined by the fat that the probabilitiesthat x remains stationary and that x moves to y should add up to 1. Hene,n(x) = (1� p)f(x) + p�1� f(x)�+ ZB�n (x)Qn(yjx)d(y):Denote by (Xn) the orbits of the proess 3.2 at the n-th stage.Theorem 3.1 Let �n be the sequene of the learning steps and assume that(�n) 2 `d+3n`d+2. If f has a unique ritial point in X and if that point is aglobal maximum, then the orbits (Xn) onverge in probability to that point. Ifp = 0 the onvergene is P-almost surely.Put �n = �d+2n , Yn(x) = (Xn+1 �Xn)=�n given that Xn = x, denote by H(x)the Hessian of f at x and set Un(x) = IE�
rf(x); Yn(x)�jXn = x�. Let o bethe unique point for whih rf(o) = 0 and assume that o is a global maximumof f .The following Lemma desribes the properties of the random variables de�nedabove. 10



Lemma 3.2 1. Assume that K is a ompat set suh that d(K; o) > 0. Then,there are an integer N and some L > 0 suh that for every n > N ,infx2KUn(x) � L.2. There is an integer N suh that for every n > N , IEUn � 0.3. If an = supx �2nIE kYn(x)k2 then (an) 2 `1.Proof: Let S be the unit sphere in IRd and denote by j j the Haar measure onS. Put Sx = fs 2 Sj
rf(x); s� > 0g and S+x;r = fs 2 Sjf(x + rs) > f(x)g.S�x;r is de�ned in a similar way with the reversed inequality. Sine n(x) tendsto (1� p)f(x)+ p(1� f(x)) uniformly and sine Un(x) = 1�n 
rf(x); IE(Xn+1�XnjXn = x)� it is enough to prove the �rst laim for the funtionUn(x)n(x) = 1�nD(1� p) ZAn(x)(y � x)(f(y)� f(x))dy++ p ZBn(x)(y � x)(f(x) � f(y))dy;rf(x)E = (�);where An(x) = ff(y) > f(x)g \ B�n(x) and Bn(x) = ff(x) > f(y)g \ B�n(x).By Taylor's formula, f(y)� f(x) = 
rf(x); y � x�+O(ky � xk2), hene(�) = 1�n�(1� p) ZAn(x)
rf(x); y � x�2dy � p ZBn(x)
rf(x); y � x�2dy++ ZB�n(x) O(ky � xk3)dy�:A simple alulation shows that the third term onverges uniformly on K to 0.Therefore, it is enough to estimate the �rst and seond terms. Note thatZAn(x)
rf(x); y � x�2dy � p ZBn(x)
rf(x); y � x�2dy =Z �n0 rd+1�(1� p) ZS+x;r
rf(x); s�2h(s)ds� p ZS�x;r
rf(x); s�2h(s)ds�dr;where rd�1h(s) is the Jaobian of the transformation to spherial oordinates.Set g(x; r) = (1� p) RS+x;r
rf(x); s�2h(s)ds� p RS�x;r
rf(x); s�2h(s)ds. Then,g(x; r) = ZS+x;r
rf(x); s�2h(s)ds� p ZS
rf(x); s�2h(s)ds =g1(x; r) � pg2(x):To �nish the proof of the �rst laim, it is enough to �nd R and l suh thatfor every r < R and every x 2 K, g(x; r) � l. Indeed, one we establish the11



existene of suh R and l, and if �n < R, then1�n Z �n0 rd+1g(x; r)dr � 1�n Z �n0 rd+1l � ld+ 2 :Let Dx;t = fs 2 Sj
rf(x); s� > tg. It is easy to see that for every x, the setsDx;t inrease to Sx as t tends to 0. Sine jDx;tj and jSxj are both ontinuousfuntions of x, then by Dini's Theorem, jDx;tj onverges uniformly to jSxj onK. For every " > 0 there is some t > 0 suh that for every x, jSxnDx;tj =jSxj � jDx;tj < "2M , where M = supx krf(x)k. Sine rf is ontinuous, there issome Æx > 0 suh that for every y 2 BÆx(x), Dx;t � Dy;t=2 and �(Cx�Cy) < "2M .Note that if ky � xk < Æx, s 2 Dx;t and z = y + rs, there is some absoluteonstant C suh thatf(z)� f(y) = 
rf(y); s�r + o(r2) � tr2 � Cr2:Hene, there is some R > 0 suh that if r < R and y 2 BÆx(x), then Dx;t �S+y;r \Dy;t=2 � Sy.For suh r and y we see thatg1(y; r) = ZS+y;r
rf(y); s�2h(s)ds � ZDx;t
rf(y); s�2h(s)ds == ZSy
rf(y); s�2h(s)ds� ZSynDx;t
rf(y); s�2h(s)ds >> ZSy
rf(y); s�2h(s)ds�M�jSynSxj+ jSxnDx;tj� >> ZSy
rf(y); s�2h(s)ds� ":On the other hand, for every y,pg2(y) = p ZS
rf(y); s�2h(s)ds = 2p ZSy
rf(y); s�2h(s)ds:Therefore, g(y; r) � (1 � 2p) ZSy
rf(y); s�2h(s)ds � ". Sine f 2 C2(X) andrf(x) 6= 0 on K then RSx
rf(x); s�2h(s)ds � C on K, implying that g(y; r) >(1 � 2p)C � ". From here, the laim follows using a standard ompatnessargument.Let us turn to the seond assertion. By the same argument used above,lim infr!0 g(x; r) � (1� 2p) ZSx
rf(x); s�2h(s)ds = �(x):
12



Therefore, by Fatou's lemmalim infn!1 Un(x)n(x) = lim infn!1 1�n Z �n0 rd+1g(x; r)dr � 1�n Z �n0 rd+1�(x)dr =�(x)d+ 2 :Hene, lim infn!1 IEUn � IE �(x)(d+ 2)(x) > 0.Turning to the �nal laim, note that for every integer n and every x,�2nIE kYn(x)k2 �1(1� p)f(x) + p(1� f(x)) ZAn(x)[Bn(x) ky � xk2 jf(y)� f(x)j dy �� C ZAn(x)[Bn(x) ky � xk2 ���
rf(x); y � x�+O(ky � xk2)��� dy �� C 0 ZB�n (x) ky � xk3 dy � C 00�d+3n ;where C,C 0 and C 00 are absolute onstants. Thus,1Xn=1 an � C 00 1Xn=1�d+3n <1: �Corollary 3.3 If IEUn onverges to 0 then IE jUnj onverges to 0 too.Proof: For every " > 0, �x a ompat set K � X suh that �(XnK) < " andd(K; o) > 0. By the Lemma, for an integer n large enough, the funtions Unare nonnegative on K. Also, Un are uniformly bounded and w.l.o.g we assumethat they are bounded by 1. Therefore,IE jUnj = ZXnK jUnj d�+ ZK Und� �= IEUn + 2 ZXnK jUnj d� < IEUn + 2": �Proof of Theorem 3.1: The idea behind the proof is to use Taylor's formulato approximate the di�erenes f(Xn+1)�f(Xn). Indeed, given Xn, we see thatf(Xn+1) =f(Xn + �nYn) = f(Xn) + �n
rf(Xn); Yn�+ 12�2n
Yn; H(Xn + ��nYn)Yn�:13



If Vn(x) = IE�
Yn; H(Xn + ��nYn)Yn�jXn� then the onditional expetation ofthe expression for f(Xn+1) isIE�f(Xn+1)jXn� = f(Xn) + �nUn(x) + 12�2nVn(x):Taking expetations on both sides and iterating it follows thatIE�f(Xn+1)� = IEf(X1) + nX1 �iIEUi + nX1 12�2i IEVi: (3.3)Sine f is bounded by 1 then ��IE�f(Xn+1)��� � 1. By the Cauhy-Shwarzinequality jVij � C supx IE kYi(x)k2, whih implies that�2i IE jVij � C�2i supx IE kYi(x)k2 = Cai:Reall that by Lemma 3.2 (ai) 2 `1, hene Pn1 �2i IEVi onverges. Again, by theLemma, Pni=1 �iIEUi is a nonnegative series suÆiently large i. By 3.3 and theabove this series is bounded, thus it onverges, whih implies that IE�f(Xn)�onverges too.Sine (�n) 62 `1, there is a subsequene IEUnj whih tends to 0, and by Corol-lary 3.3 IE ��Unj �� tends to 0 too. Using Chebyshev's inequality, Unj onverges inprobability to 0. Therefore, there is a subsequene of Unj , also denoted by Unj ,whih onverges almost surely to 0. Aording to Lemma 3.2, Un are uniformlybounded away from 0 on every ompat set not ontaining o. Therefore (Xnj )must onverge almost surely to o. On the other hand, IE�f(Xn)� onverges andit is a ontinuous funtion of Xn. Hene, it must onverge to IEf(o) = f(o).Sine o is a unique maximum of f , then for every " > 0 there is some Æ > 0 suhthat fkXn � ok � "g � ff(o)� f(Xn) � Æg and by Chebyshev's inequality themeasure of the later set tends to 0.To prove the seond laim, note that if p = 0 then f(Xn) is inreasing almostsurely. Therefore, �f(Xn)� onverges almost surely. Sine IE�f(Xn)� onvergesto f(o), f(Xn) must onverge to f(o) almost surely, and sine o is a uniquemaximum, Xn onverges to o almost surely. �4 Proofs of the results from part 1In this setion our aim is to prove the results stated in the �rst setion.Reall that for every set A of positive measure, Pn(Ajx) is the transitionprobability from x to A in the n-th stage. Clearly, for every x and any suh setA,Pn(Ajx) = 1n(x) ZA\B�(x) ZV E(x; v)e�E(x0;v)=Tnd�(x0)d�(v) = fAn (x)n(x) (4.1)14



onverges pointwise toP (Ajx) = RA\B�(x) RV E(x; v)�Cx0 d�(v)d�(x0)�(Cx) + RB�(x) RV E(x; v)�Cx0 d�(v)d�(x0) = fA(x)(x) : (4.2)Let P0 be the probability measure indued by the orbits (Xn) of the 0-temperatureproess 4.2 and set P to be the indued measure by the orbits of proess 4.1.We will show that the onvergene of Pn to P is uniform both in x and inA. First, we prove that fAn (x) onverges uniformly to fA(x). With a similarargument, it is possible to show that n(x) onverges uniformly to (x). Thedesired onvergene follows sine n(x) and (x) are bounded away from 0.Lemma 4.1 For every A � X of positive measure, let fA and fAn be as in 4.1and 4.2. Then, (fAn ) onverges to fA uniformly both in x and in A.Proof: We may assume that E(x; v) is bounded by 1.Set E = f(x0; s)jE(x0; s) > 0g and note that if (x0; v) 62 E then e�E(x0;v)=Tn =�Cx0 (v). Also, for every " > 0 there is a set K � E and some � > 0 suh that�(EnK) < " and E(x0; v) > � on K. Therefore,supx2X ��fAn � fA�� � supx2X ZX�V E(x; v) ���e�E(x0;v)=Tn � �Cx0 (v)��� d�(x0; v) == supx2X ZE E(x; v) ���e�E(x0;v)=Tn � �Cx0 (v)��� d�(x0; v) = (�):Sine the integrands are uniformly bounded by 2, �Cx(v) vanishes on E and�(EnK) < " it follows that(�) � 2"+ ZK E(x; v)e��=Tnd� � 2"+ e��=Tn :Clearly the estimates above are uniform in the set A, whih proves our laim.�Another observation whih follows using a similar omputation, is the fol-lowing:Lemma 4.2 For every set A � X, the funtion P (Ajx) is ontinuous. More-over, the funtion P (Xn 2 An; :::; X2 2 A2jX1 = x) is ontinuous funtion of xfor every measurable sets A2; A3; :::; An.To prove this fat, one has to use the assumption that for every x, �(Cx�Cx0)is a ontinuous funtion of x0. The proof of the Lemma is straightforward, andis omitted.Our aim is to use information onerning the 0-temperature proess 4.2 toderive similar results about proess 4.1.If (Xn) denotes an orbit then for every set O � X , put Oi = f(Xn)jXi 2O for n = ig, L0n(x;O) = P0fXi 2 O for some i � njXn = xg, Ln(x;O) =PfXi 2 O for some i � njXn = xg and L0(x;O) is the P0-probability to enterO in�nitely often given that X1 = x. 15



Lemma 4.3 Let O � X for whih there are � > 0 and an integer N suh thatfor every x 2 X, P0f[N1 OijX1 = x) > �. Then, there is some integer M0 suhthat for every m >M0 and every x 2 X, Lm(x;O) � �2 .Proof: Reall that the 0{temperature is a homogeneous Markov proess. Also,sine for every m and every x, P0f[m+Nm OijXm = x) > �, and sine Pn on-verges uniformly to P , then for m large enough and every x,Pf[m+Nm OijXm = xg > �2 :Hene, for m large enough and for every x, Lm(x;O) > �2 . �Lemma 4.4 Assume that there are � > 0 and an integer N suh that for everyn > N and for every x, Ln(x;O) > �. Then, the orbits of the proess 4.1 enterO in�nitely often P{almost surely.This result appears in Orey (1971) in a slightly weaker form. The proof usesthe same idea as the one presented in Orey (1971), and is brought for the sakeof ompleteness.Proof: The �rst part of the proof is a version of a 0-1 law whih is due toP. L�evy (see Lo�eve (1963)). Let Y1; Y2; :::; be a sequene of random variablesand put Y to be a random variable de�ned on Y1; Y2; ::: suh that IEjY j < 1.Clearly, Zn = IE(Y jY1; :::; Yn) forms a martingale, hene, by the martingaleonvergene theorem (Lo�eve (1963), pg. 393), Zn onverges almost surely toY . By setting Bi = fXi 2 Og, B = fXn 2 O i:o:g, Yn = Xn and Y = �B ,it follows that P(BjY1; :::; Yn) = IE(Y jY1; :::; Yn) onverges almost surely to �Band P([1k BijY1; :::; Yn) tends to �[1k Bi for every �xed k.On the other hand, for every k � n,P([1k BijY1; :::; Yn) � P([1n BijY1; :::; Yn) � P(BjY1; :::Yn);thus, by taking n!1,�[1k Bi � lim supn!1 P([1n BijY1; :::; Yn) � lim infn!1 P([1n BijY1; :::; Yn) � �B :Taking k !1, the left side onverges almost surely to �B . Hene,P([1n BijY1; :::; Yn)! �B :Denote by X1 the set of all the orbits of the proess. SineLn(Xn; O) = P([1n BijX1; :::; Xn);then by the 0-1 law presented above, Ln(Xn; O) tends to the harateristifuntion of the set fXn 2 O i:o:g. By our assumption, for n large enough and16



for every x, Ln(x;O) > �. For suh n, Ln(Xn; O) > � almost surely. Therefore,exluding a set of 0-probability,X1 � flim supn!1 Ln(Xn; O) > 0g = f limn!1Ln(Xn; O) = 1g = fXn 2 O i:o:g:Hene, Xn 2 O in�nitely often P-almost surely. �By a similar method, one shows the following:Lemma 4.5 Assume that there are � > 0 and an integer N , suh that for everyn > N and every x 2 A, Ln(x;B) > �. Then, P{almost surely, orbits whihvisits A in�nitely often also visit B in�nitely often.Corollary 4.6 Combining Lemma 4.3 with Lemma 4.4, it follows that in orderto prove Theorem 2.2.a, it is enough to show that for every neighborhood A ofO, there are � > 0 and an integer N suh that for every x, P0([N1 Aijx) > �.Proof of Theorem 2.2: We begin with the proof of (b). Let A be an openset ontaining Q = fxjIEg(x) = 0g. Sine � = diamX and sine Q has a �{positive measure, every x has a positive P0{probability to enter Q. Sine Ais ompat, a simple ontinuity argument shows that there is some � > 0 suhthat for every x 62 A, P (Qjx) � �. But, sine Pn ! P uniformly, then for nlarge enough infx62APn(Q; x) � �2 . Hene, by Lemma 4.5, orbits whih visit Ai.o. must enter Q P{almost surely. This is impossible sine Q is an absorbingset. Thus, P-almost every orbit enters A a �nite number of times, implyingthat the orbits of the proess 2.1 onverge P{a.s. to Q.To prove (a) we use Corollary 4.6. Assume that we limit the size of thelearning step to � and let A be a neighborhood of O. Set Ai = f(Xn)jXi 2A for n = ig and reall thatP0(Ain [i�11 Aj jX1 = x) = P0(Xi 2 A;Xi�1 2 A; :::; X2 2 AjX1 = x)is a ontinuous funtion of x. Clearly, for every integer n,P0([n1AijX1 = x) = nX1 P0(Ain [i1 Aj jX1 = x):Therefore, for every n, hn(x) = P0([n1AijX1 = x) is a ontinuous funtions too.Note that if for every x there is some integer n = n(x) suh that hn(x) ="x > 0, then by the ontinuity of hn there is a neighborhood Ux of x on whihhn(x) > "2 . Sine X is ompat and �hn(x)� is a monotone inreasing sequene,there exists a �nite sub-over (Uxi) of X , suh that for every x 2 Uxi and everyn > n(xi), hn(x) � "xi2 . Therefore, there are � > 0 and an integer N suh thatfor every x 2 X , hN (x) > �. By Corollary 4.6, this suÆes to prove our laim.Moreover, note that it suÆes to show that L0(x;A) > 0 for every x, sinethis implies that for every x there is some integer N(x) suh that for everyn > N(x), hn(x) > 0. 17



Finally, to show that indeed, for every x 2 X L0(x;A) > 0, reall that sinethe error funtion is 0-1, then if IEg(x) < IEg(y) and d(x; y) � �, there is apositive transition density from x to y.For every x, let yx be a point in B�=2(x) in whih the relative maximum of�(Cx) is attained in B�=2(x). De�ne a sequene x1 = x, x2 = yx, x3 = yyx andso on. A simple ompatness argument shows that xi = x0 for i larger thansome n. Thus, x0 must be a loal maximum of �(Cx) = 1� IEg(x). Note thatby the above, there is a positive transition density from x to yx. Moreover,sine �(Cyx�Cz) is a ontinuous funtion of z, there is some 0 < " < �2 suhthat for every z 2 B"(yx) � B�(x), x has a positive transition density to z.Sine B"(yx) has a nonempty interior, it has a �-positive measure, implyingthat the transition from x into that set is positive. Using a similar argumentone shows that there is a positive probability that B"(yx) is mapped into anarbitrarily small ball entered in yyx . It takes a �nite number of steps to reahesa neighborhood of x0 whih is a subset of A, thus L0(x;A) > 0. �Theorem 2.3 { Sketh of proof: The proof of Theorem 2.3 goes along thesame lines as the proof of Theorem 2.2. The only di�erene is in the de�nitionof yx. The idea is to equip B�(x) with the partial order � de�ned by: x � yif and only if Cx � Cy. Then, use Zorn's lemma to �nd a maximal elementin B�(x) and let yx be that maximal element. Again, de�ne the sequene (xn)and use a ompatness argument to show both that for i > n, xi = x0 and thatx0 is the maximal element in B�(x0). Note that by Assumption 2.2, the onlyelements whih are maximal in their neighborhood are elements of O.The proof of Theorem 2.3.b is idential to that of Theorem 2.2.b and doesnot require any additional assumptions. �5 DisussionThis investigation was motivated by the work of Kim and Sompolinsky, (1996)and (1998), who introdued the On-line Gibbs algorithm.The on-line Gibbs learning is slightly di�erent than the model we de�ned.In the OLGA the onditional transition density is given byPn(Xn+1 = x0jXn = x; Vn = v) = 1 e�En(x0;x;v)2Tm ; (5.1)where En(x0; x; v) = E(x0; v) + 12�n kx� x0k2.In the 0-temperature proess, x moves during the n-th stage to the nearestpoint x0 whih gives a orret response to the input v { assuming that kx� x0k �p2=�n, and remains stationary otherwise. Note that the part that � plays inproess 2.1 is similar to the role of ��1 in the OLGA.There are several di�erenes between proess 2.1 and the OLGA. For T 6= 0,the proesses di�er on two main aspets. First, is the way the bounded hange18



enters the game: in proess 2.1 the bounded hange is simply a ut-o� funtionwhih prevents the orbits to move \to far". In the OLGA rule this is done ina more smooth fashion, whih is the addition the term 12�n kx� x0k2 to theenergy funtion.The seond and more important di�erene is the additional linear termE(x; v) appearing in the transition densities of proess 2.1. This feature pre-vents large hanges if the student gives an \almost orret" answer, and preventshange if the answer is orret. Note that in the OLGA rule for T 6= 0, hangesmay our even if the student's answer is orret.In the 0-temperature proess the OLGA hanges the urrent state to thenearest state whih yields a orret answer to the given input, provided thatthe hange is not \too large". For example, if the answer is orret, no hangeis made.As in the OLGA, in our version of the 0-temperature proess the hange ismade only if the student gave the wrong answer to the given input. However,unlike the OLGA, the transition is made to any state whih gives the orretanswer and is lose enough to the urrent state. Hene, given the urrent statexn and suh an input v, xn+1 will be equally distributed on the set fxjd(x; xn) ��; E(x; v) = 0g.This de�nition has two advantages ompared with the 0-temperature OLGArule. One is that this is the \natural" limit of the proess where T ! 0, and theother is that one does not have to solve a diÆult optimization problem neededto run the OLGA at T = 0.Our seletion of the 0-temperature proess has its analytial bene�ts too.The fat that the transition operators as T ! 0 onverge uniformly to the 0-temperature operators allowed us to use the simpler 0-temperature proess toestimate the orbits of the proess as T ! 0.Muh like the OLGA, proess 2.1 has a loal nature. In proess 2.1 the loalnature is expressed in the assumption that eah state has \many" inputs onwhih it agrees with the teaher. In the ase of the OLGA, the loal nature ismore expliit. In most of the examples investigated in Kim and Sompolinsky(1998) for T = 0 the results are obtained by expansions near a loal minimumwhile assuming that the learning steps derease to 0. The philosophy behindthis idea is that the orbits are eventually trapped in a neighborhood of a loalminimum and the event of transition from the neighborhood of one loal mini-mum to the other is rare. The authors foused on estimating the utuations ofthe average error IE�IEg(Xn)� from IEg(xmin), where xmin is the loal minimum.For T 6= 0 and � ! 1 it was laimed that the OLGA onverges to the Gibbsdistribution where IEg plays the role of the energy funtion. Thus, like otherannealing proesses, to ensure onvergene in distribution to a global minimumof IEg one has to derease the temperature slowly while dereasing the learningsteps.We were able to prove onvergene results for proess 2.1. Namely, weshowed that the orbits ome arbitrarily lose to a loal minimum of IEg almostsurely without assuming that the state spae is a small neighborhood of a loalminimum. Moreover, if there are \many" orret states, then by Theorem 2.3.b19



the orbits of proess 2.1 onverge almost surely to a orret state.Note that both proess 2.1 and the OLGA may not onverge to a globalminimum of IEg when T = 0. To show that we present two examples with aommon feature: both of them are 0-temperature proesses in whih the proessdoes not onverge to a global minimum of IEg. In the �rst example the orbitsare trapped in a loal minimum and in the seond example the situation is evenworse { the global maximum of IEg is absorbing.Example 5.1 Set X = [�1=2; 2℄, V = [�1; 1℄ and assume that the error fun-tion is 0-1. We de�ne E(x; v) whih indues the 0-temperature proess using�gure 1.
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Figure 1, Mendelson, Manuscript number 1963Here, E(x; v) = 0 on the shaded area and 1 otherwise. Note that the globalminimum of IEg in X is attained at x = 2 and in this state, the student isin omplete agreement with the teaher. However, if x < �p2=�n, it an notmove towards 2. Indeed, if x < v < 0, x gives a orret response to v so20



it remains stationary. For v > 0, x does not move beause the nearest pointwhih yields a orret response to v is too far away. Hene, if for example, theinitial distribution � is supported in [-1/2,-1/4℄ and �n > 32, the orbits of the0-temperature proess onverge almost surely to x = �1=2.In a similar fashion, for every learning step sequenep2=�n tending to 0, thereare initial distributions suh that the orbits of the 0-temperature do not onvergein distribution to the global minimum of IEg(x). Moreover, for some initialdistributions and for every sequene �n suh that eah �i > M , the proess5.1 onverges almost surely to a loal minimum of IEg whih is not the globalminimum.The following example serves as a ounterexample to one of the laims ap-pearing in Kim and Sompolinsky (1998). It is a smooth on-line error funtionfor whih the OLGA at T = 0 and �!1 does not onverge to a loal minimumof IEg (even in the weak sense of onvergene of the average error), sine theglobal maximum of IEg is an absorbing state. This emphasizes the loal natureneeded for the OLGA: if one does not limit the state spae to a neighborhood ofthe loal minimum, the orbits may be trapped in another domain of attration,whih, in this ase, is a global maximum of IEg.Example 5.2 Here we onstrut a ontinuous funtion E(x; v) on the set D =X � V = [�1=2; 1=2℄� [0; 2℄ with respet to the normalized Lebesgue measure,suh that the global maximum of IEg is an absorbing state.De�ne the error funtion on D byE(x; v) = (2(1�x2)(v+x2�1)x2+1 if v > 1� x20 if v � 1� x2:Clearly, for every x, Cx = fvj0 � v � 1� x2g. Thus, Co � Cx, E(x; v) � 0 onD and x = 0 is an absorbing state. Indeed, for every input v > 1 there is nostate for whih E(x; v) = 0 and for 0 � v � 1, E(0; v) = 0. Moreover, it is learthat the 0-temperature OLGA onverges to x = 0. Indeed, note that if jxj > jyjthen the transition probability from y to x is 0, beause Cy � Cx. Hene, ify given the wrong answer on the input v, so will x { and no transition willbe made. Therefore, the dynamis of the proesses \pushes" any initial statetowards x = 0.On the other hand, IEg(x) = (1� x2) R 21�x2 2(v+x2�1)x2+1 dv. Changing the integra-tion variable to z = 2(v+x2�1)x2+1 we see that IEg(x) = 1�x42 R 20 zdz = 1� x4. ThusIEg(x) attains a global maximum in x = 0.In a similar fashion, it is possible to onstrut suh a funtion with anydegree of smoothness.This ounterexample seems to indiate that deriving \global" results based onthe behavior near loal minima has its problems. Indeed, in the analysis ofthe OLGA (see Kim and Sompolinsky (1998), pg. 2339) the proess was ana-lyzed using the Fokker-Plank equation. Negleting terms whih are O( 1�2 ), the21



Fokker-Plank equation for the transition operators is��� P (x; �) = r � [rIEg(x)P (x; �)℄ + 1�Xi;j �i�j [TijP (x; �)℄;where � is the time variable and Tij is the di�usion matrix. Next, the di�usionterm (whih is O( 1� )) is negleted { under the assumption that rIEg is notsmall. However, this does not guarantee a desent towards a loal minimum.This would be the ase if one assumes that there is a unique ritial point inthe state spae, whih is a loal minimum, i.e., a strong \loality" assumption.As the example above shows, if there are other ritial points the orbits of theOLGA may onverge to those points and not to the loal minimum.Roughly speaking, the reason for the behaviour demonstrated in Example5.2 is that the OLGA does not take into aount the \size" of the error made byx on the input v. The transition is made based on the fat that the new stateis orret on that input. Hene, the orbits of the proess are driven towards astate x0 whih was the largest set of orret answers. Now, if the error funtionis 0-1, this implies that IEg attains a minimum in x0 and that the OLGA willeventually onverge to x0. On the other hand, if the on-line error funtion isnot 0-1, x0 makes \very large" mistakes on inputs in whih it gives the wronganswer. Thus, although x0 makes few errors, the average error Eg(x0) may bemade arbitrarily large.It is important to note that the on-line error funtion in Example 5.2 doesnot satisfy Assumption 2.2, thus Theorem 2.3 may not be applied to this ase.6 Conluding remarksThe main stumbling blok regarding the proess 2.1 is its loal nature, whih isdue to the assumption that �(Cx) is bounded away from 0. We were not ableto remove this restritive assumption, but it may be possible to do so using amore sophistiated probabilisti argument.Let us point out that the reason for the assumption �n ! 1 in Kim andSompolinsky, (1998) was to overome the possibility that the teaher makes amistake. We did not treat this problem outside the one example presented insetion 3 and it deserves additional onsideration.Note that an easy way to generalize part (a) of Theorem 2.2 is to formulatea stopping proedure whih freezes the proess one a state is lose enough toa orret answer. One possibility is to ount the number of onseutive orretresponses at eah state and stop the proess one the number passes a giventhreshold. This gives an estimate on the measure �(Cx). However, if the errorfuntion is not 0-1, the fat that �(Cx) is lose to its global maximum doesnot imply that IEg(x) is lose to the global minimum (this is the idea behindExample 5.2). For that, one needs additional assumptions on the struture ofthe error funtion.Our �nal remark onerns Theorem 3.2. There are several other probabilisti22



shemes whih may solve the relevant optimization problem, at least when thefuntion f has a unique maximum. Partiularly well know is the so{alledStohasti Approximation sheme (see Kushner and Yin, (1997)). We do notlaim that the proess 3.2 yields the best solution to the optimization problem.Our goal was to present one omplete example in whih the 0 temperatureproess with a bounded hange onverges to the minimum of IEg, even in thepresene of noise.We were not able to formulate a more general theorem than the one presentedhere. Even when the error funtion is 0-1, the funtion �(Cx) does not determinethe transition density from state to state. All we know is that when �(Cx) >�(Cy) there is a positive transition density from y to x. Unfortunately, it ispossible to onstrut natural examples for whih �(Cy) > �(Cx), but still thereis a positive transition density from y to x and it is possible that the analogousonvergene theorem is not true.ReferenesCheney, E.W. (1966) Introdution to approximation theory, MGraw-HillHaykin, S. (1994) Neural Networks: A omprehensive foundation, MaMillanCollege PressKim, J.W. Sompolinsky, H. (1996) On-line Gibbs learning, Physial Re-view Letters, Vol 76, 16, 3021-3024Kim, J.W. Sompolinsky, H. (1998) On-line Gibbs learning I, PhysialReview E, Vol 58, 2, 2335-2347Kushner, H.J. Yin, G.G. (1997) Stohasti Approximation Algorithms andAppliations, SpringerLo�eve, M. (1963) Probability Theory, 3rd edition, D. Van NostranLeshno, M. Lin, V.Y., Pinkus, A. Shoken, S. (1993) Multilayer feed-forward networks..., Neural Networks, 6, 861-867Minsky, M. Papert, S. (1972) Pereptrons, MIT PressOrey, S. (1971) Limit theorems for Markov hain transition probabilities,Van Nostran ReinholdRitter,H. Martinetz, T. Shulten, K. (1992) Neural omputation and selforganizing maps, Addison-Wesley
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